Pono Pacific Hakalau Field Manager Position

Pono Pacific has been contracted by the USFWS to be part of an invasive species control team that works to eradicate two target species located in their refuge: Florida Blackberry and English Holly.

We are currently searching for a Field Manager to run this operation with a six person crew. The field manager requirements for Pono Pacific would include:
1) experience as a supervisor or manager in the field
2) leading by example
3) implement proper safety and precautionary rules/guidelines
4) highly organizational skills
5) six to eight mile hikes with a 40 pound pack
6) maintain a healthy work environment
7) making rational judgment calls
8) maintaining work integrity
9) be able to communicate with the team

For more information or methods to apply for this position, please call Sean Moura at 628-7400 ext. 1006 or sean.moura@ponopacific.com.